Windows of Opportunity in the
Recreational Vehicle Industry
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About StateWide Windows—
Building Windows On the Move Since 1940
StateWide Windows was born from
humble beginnings in 1940, originally
founded as a storm door manufacturer
that quickly transitioned into an aluminum
extruder, eventually entering the aluminum
window market in the 1980’s.
Since StateWide built bonded windows
for truck caps since 1997, it easily
transitioned into frameless bonded
windows for the RV industry in 2005
when these windows first became
popular. In 2013, StateWide officially
changed its name from Statewide
Aluminum to StateWide Windows to
more accurately reflect the products
being produced and marketed.
Today, StateWide supplies the RV
window market with a frameless,
bonded window design. In the last three
years, it has steadily grown this market

and projects significant growth in this
segment over the next five years.
A Supplier Backed
by a Culture of Quality
• StateWide has been in the bonded
window market for truck caps since
1997—producing windows for Leer
and its holding company Truck
Accessories Group LLC (TAG) North
America’s largest manufacturer and
supplier of fiberglass and aluminum
truck caps and tonneau covers.
•

 hen you do business with
W
StateWide you are working with
a supplier backed by both TAG
and its holding company J.B.
Poindexter & Co., Inc., a 1.25 billion
dollar privately held diversified
manufacturing company.

StateWide RV Window Quality Checklist

✓	Many StateWide field representatives have engineering and manufacturing
backgrounds in the transportation window industry—designing and
developing bonded windows in the industry before joining the StateWide
sales team.

✓	Count on StateWide Windows to build to your OEM specifications on
a size consistent basis that make our windows easier to install on the
assembly line.

✓	We use higher quality, American made scissor operators that reduce

vibration noise, stay closed and limit warranty claims to increase customer
satisfaction.

✓	Higher quality components and better engineering in-house is the true
test that makes StateWide your best supplier.
Toll Free:

From picture windows to single and
double-vented windows, StateWide
now manufactures an incredible
variety of RV windows in a variety of
custom sizes.
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